
Our company is looking for a principal support engineer. Thank you in advance for
taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for principal support engineer

Own the overall responsibility and technical oversight for the planning,
organizing, execution, and coordination of continuous improvement projects
at key, strategic plastics suppliers
Responsible for evaluating technical and regulatory requirements against
business needs in development and maintenance of corporate level policies,
procedures, and strategies impacting all MD plastics suppliers and contract
manufacturers
Develop and implement sector-wide electromechanical and other processing
related validation policies and procedures
Define objectives, develop strategies, and manage resources to achieve goals
based upon effective interaction with management/customers
Establish and effectively communicate expectations to subordinates to ensure
high engineering discipline standards and quality are maintained
Manage engineering commitments assigned to the group via schedules (e.g.,
POW, POD) and tracking systems (e.g., STAR, APS), utilizing the resources
assigned, for on time delivery of the desired engineering product(s)
Team seamlessly with peer engineering managers to support the larger
business objectives or major engineering issue resolutions facing the
organization or department
Provide leadership and direction to achieve long term improvements for the
scope and function of the department
Provide guidance, direction and support to direct reports to resolve

Example of Principal Support Engineer Job
Description
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Provide proactive support, including but not limited to

Qualifications for principal support engineer

In-depth knowledge of electromechanical assembly plastics is required
Strong understanding of the process excellence tool set (LEAN, Six Sigma)
with a proven track-record of deploying these tools to improve operational
performance is an asset
Bachelor's degree in Engineering, Science or related technical degree with 8+
related experience
Comprehensive familiarity with facility processes, systems, and equipment
Extensive progressive experience in practical engineering knowledge and its
application
Advanced knowledge of site work control procedures and practices for both
maintenance and operations


